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ABSTRACT: In this paper, ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular arrays on current collectors were successfully synthesized using a
reactive template route combined with a postcalcination process through the shape-preserving conversion of ZnO nanorod arrays
in aqueous solutions at room temperature. On the basis of the experimental analyses, including X-ray diffraction, Raman
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy, a plausible formation mechanism of ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays was proposed in which solid ZnO nanorods are gradually transformed to ZnMn2O4 tubules via a simple cation
exchange process between Zn2+ and Mn2+, followed by a postannealing process. Moreover, the lithium storage properties of the
as-prepared ZnMn2O4 tubular structures were investigated by applying the structures as an active electrode material without
auxiliary additives. The ZnMn2O4 array electrodes showed an excellent discharge capacity of ca. 1198.3 mAh g−1 on the first cycle
and exhibited outstanding cycling durability, rate capability, and Coulombic efficiency. These results indicate that the free-standing
tubular array architectures of ZnMn2O4 prepared directly on the current collector can be powerful candidates for a highly
reversible lithium storage electrode platform.
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■ INTRODUCTION

The ever-growing demands for the high capacity and cycling
durability of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have led to tremendous
research efforts for the development of advanced electrode
materials.1 Specifically, various nanostructured 3d transition-
metal oxides, such as CuO,2,3 Fe3O4,

4,5 Co3O4,
6 NiO,7 ZnO,8

and Mn3O4,
9−11 have been extensively investigated as potential

anode materials due to their high specific capacity, safety, and
abundance.1 Among them, manganese oxides have received
increasing attention as a promising substitute for current
commercial graphite anodes due to their low operating voltage,
low toxicity, low cost, and abundance.9−11 However, the practical
application of manganese oxides to LIB electrodes is hampered
by its poor electronic conductivity and large volume variation
during repeated charge/discharge processes, which could lead to
cracking with subsequent electrical insulation and rapid capacity

decrease.4,12,13 Recently, spinel structured ternary manganese
oxides, such as CoMn2O4,

14 NiMn2O4,
15 and ZnMn2O4,

16−25

have attracted great interest for improving the capacity retention
of manganese-based electrodes. ZnMn2O4 has been proposed
as a practical alternative anode material for LIBs because of its
low oxidation potentials (i.e., delithiation potential) of zinc and
manganese at 1.2 and 1.5 V (versus Li/Li+), respectively. These
low oxidation potentials could eventually increase the battery
output voltage compared to Co3O4, NiO, or CuO, thus allowing
the delivery of a higher energy density.16−25 Furthermore, zinc
and manganese are abundant, environmentally friendly, and
relatively inexpensive compared to nickel and cobalt.
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The inorganic tubular, or hollow, structured materials have
gained significant interest due to their unique physicochemical
properties and possible widespread applications in various
areas.26−28 In particular, tubular structured materials have been
intensively studied as alternative LIB electrodes, with long-term
cyclability and a highly reversible electrode reaction as a result
of their ability to ameliorate the induced mechanical stress
more effectively during repetitive cycling.29,30 To synthesize the
hollow structured materials, various template-based methods
have been used, such as nonreactive or reactive template
routes.26,31 When a nonreactive hard template is used to prepare
the hollow materials, an extra step involving template removal is
inevitably necessary. However, this process is not required in the
reactive template method because the template itself acts as both
a reactant and a template.32 Therefore, the reactive template
methodology could control both the shape and the composition
of the as-fabricated hollow materials. Consequently, the reactive
template route is a more straightforward and effective way to
fabricate the tubular structures with desirable compositions.33

Unfortunately, however, only a few materials have been found
to be suitable for tubular structure synthesis through the cation
exchange routes, and it also remains a challenge to develop
mesoscale tubules made of mixed metal oxides for highly stable
LIB electrodes.34−38

Herein, we report a facile approach for the synthesis of
mesoscale tubular arrays of ZnMn2O4 by employing the reactive
template of ZnO nanorod arrays via the cation exchange
method in aqueous solutions, combined with a postannealing
process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that mesoscale tubular arrays of spinel ZnMn2O4 structures
have been applied to the LIB electrodes with highly stable
charge/discharge properties. The synthesized ZnMn2O4 tubular
array electrode shows an excellent initial discharge capacity
(1198.3 mAh g−1), long-term cycling stability, and high
Coulombic efficiency. This hollow ZnMn2O4 array platform
could fulfill the important requirements for LIB electrodes, such
as mechanical stability, uniform coverage of the active materials,
and numerous active sites for enhanced electrolyte permeability.
Furthermore, the energy density of the electrodes could be
increased because no auxiliary material is required in the system
proposed herein, compared with the conventional electrodes
that require powder mixing and slurry casting processes. From
their unique architecture and high electrochemical performance,
these ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular array electrodes could be
considered promising electrodes for next-generation energy
storage platforms.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Synthesis of ZnMn2O4 Tubular Arrays. The reactive templates

of ZnO nanorod arrays were prepared on titanium (Ti) substrates
(thickness = 0.127 mm, 99.7%, Aldrich) according to the previous
literature.29 For the fabrication of ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular arrays,
the ZnO nanorod templates were immersed in a solution containing
50 mL of distilled water (18.2 MΩ cm) mixed with 0.98 g of
(CH3COO)2Mn·4H2O (≥99%, Aldrich). The reaction vessel was
sealed and kept at room temperature for 72 h. After the reaction, the
substrate was thoroughly washed with distilled water and ethanol to
remove residual salts, and subsequently dried at 70 °C. The substrate
was finally heat-treated in an Ar atmosphere at 500 °C for 4 h, to
enhance the crystallinity of as-prepared ZnMn2O4 and further remove
the residual chemicals.35

For comparison, ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles were also synthesized via a
hydrothermal route. In a typical synthesis, 0.22 g of (CH3COO)2Zn·
2H2O (≥99%, Aldrich) and 0.49 g of (CH3COO)2Mn·4H2O

(≥99%, Aldrich) were dissolved in 50 mL of ethylene glycol. This
solution was magnetically stirred for 20 min under atmospheric
conditions and was hydrothermally heated to 160 °C and maintained
at this temperature for 12 h, followed by cooling to room temperature.
The resulting material was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and
ethanol and then dried in a convection oven at 70 °C.

Physicochemical Characterization and Electrochemical
Measurements. Measurements using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were conducted with a JEOL JSM-7500F. The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were recorded with a Rigaku Rotalflex RU-200B
diffractometer using a Cu−Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) source with a Ni filter at
40 kV, 40 mA, and a scan rate of 0.02° s−1. Raman spectra (Renishaw,
Invia) were obtained using 514 nm Ar+ laser excitation. The spectra
were recorded between 1000 and 100 cm−1, and the laser power used
for this characterization was 8.5 mW. Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) observations were
carried out (Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin) at 300 kV. These observations
were coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ESCALAB 250) analysis was con-
ducted using a monochromic Al−Kα X-ray source (E = 1486.6 eV).
Data processing of the XPS measurements was performed with the
XPSPEAK software program.

The ZnMn2O4 arrays on the Ti substrates were directly employed
as a working electrode without addition of any conductive agents or
cohesive binders. The mass of the as-prepared ZnMn2O4 arrays was
measured using a microbalance (Sartorius, M3P) by weighing the
sample before and after the synthesis process. The measured mass
of ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular arrays on the substrate was about ca.
0.49 mg cm−2. Prior to the battery cycling tests, the electrode was
dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 120 °C. The electrolyte consisted
of 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1 v/v mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl
carbonate (Cheil Industries). Pure lithium foil was used as a counter
electrode, and Cellgard 2400 was used as a separator film. The cell
(CR2032 coin type) was assembled in an argon-filled glovebox in
which the moisture and oxygen concentrations were maintained below
1 ppm. For comparison, a reference electrode made of ZnMn2O4
nanoparticles was also prepared, which was composed of 60 wt %
ZnMn2O4, 20 wt % carboxylmethyl cellulose binder, and 20 wt %
carbon black. The cells were aged for 24 h before the electrochemical
measurements, and the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were performed
at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s−1 from 3.0 to 0.01 V with an AMETEK
Solartron Analytical 1400. The fabricated cells were also galvanostati-
cally cycled at a rate of 100 mA g−1 between 0.01 and 3.0 V on a
WBCS 3000 battery tester (WonA Tech).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows a representative SEM image of the ZnO
nanorod arrays grown on Ti substrates, which were used as the
reactive template for the synthesis of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubular arrays in this work. The image shows that the ZnO
nanorods stand almost vertically on the Ti substrate and
uniformly cover the substrate surface. The inset of Figure 1a
reveals the needle-like configuration of individual ZnO nanorods
with sharp tips of 50 nm or smaller. The ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays
were synthesized through the cation exchange route at room
temperature, as shown in Figure 1b. Note that the ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays maintain their original 1D ZnO template after the
reaction. However, in contrast to the smooth surface of the ZnO
nanorods, the converted ZnMn2O4 structures appear to have
rather rough surfaces. Most of ZnMn2O4 arrays exhibited closed
tips; however, the hollow interior could be identified from
broken parts of the array structure, as demonstrated in the
inset of Figure 1b. The 1D tubular structures of the ZnMn2O4
arrays show their wall thickness of approximately 150 nm.
The ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays with closed tips also stand almost
vertically on the substrate. Conformal contact between the
ZnMn2O4 arrays and the Ti substrates can thereby be achieved
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after the cation exchange reaction. This characteristic is signifi-
cant for efficient charge transport when the array structures are
employed in LIB electrodes.29,30 Furthermore, the tubular array
architectures of the as-prepared individual ZnMn2O4 tubules
can be observed clearly in the TEM image in Figure 1c. Even
in the TEM, the overall configuration of the 1D ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays remains intact after the reactions (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information). The ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules
exhibit a wall thickness of approximately 150 nm and distinct
hollow structures, which are in agreement with the SEM
observations. The crystal phase identification of the prepared
architectures was performed using XRD measurements. The
diffraction peaks were unambiguously indexed to the ZnMn2O4
spinel phase (a = 5.720 Å, c = 9.245 Å, JCPDS 24-1133) in
Figure 1d, revealing a complete conversion of the ZnO template
to ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays on the Ti substrate.
To investigate the evolution of the ZnMn2O4 phase from the

ZnO template, the intermediate products at different reaction
times were observed through XRD measurements. Figure 2a
shows the XRD patterns of the products synthesized at
different reaction periods from the initial ZnO phase to the
formation stage of the ZnMn2O4. The diffraction patterns of
reactive ZnO templates are well-indexed to the wurtzite phase
(a = 3.250 Å, c = 5.207 Å, JCPDS 36-1451). The intensity of
the (002) peak in the diffraction patterns of ZnO templates is
much higher than that of the other peaks, indicating a c-axis
orientation of the ZnO nanorods on the substrate.29 After
24 h of reaction time, the peak intensity of ZnO was largely

decreased. When the reaction time was increased to 48 h, peaks
originating from the ZnMn2O4 phase were observed, while
the ZnO peaks disappeared. This result indicates that Zn2+ is
substituted by Mn2+ through the cation exchange reaction
process, which is in line with TEM images in Figure S2
(Supporting Information). After 72 h of reaction time, the XRD
patterns indicate that the ZnMn2O4 in a spinel structure (a =
5.744 Å, c = 9.225 Å) was produced, as confirmed by the
standard values (a = 5.720 Å, c = 9.245 Å, JCPDS 24-1133).
The diffraction peaks are generally sharpened as the reaction
progresses, and the c/a value of the as-synthesized ZnMn2O4

is 1.61, which is also consistent with the standard values of
ZnMn2O4 materials. The extra peak marked with a star can be
attributed to the partially oxidized TiO2 phase (a = 4.584 Å, c =
2.953 Å, JCPDS 89-4920) from the Ti substrate. Aside from
this oxidation peak of Ti, there were no notable peak shifts or
intensity variations induced by secondary phases or impurities,
which suggests that all of the ZnO nanorods were transformed
completely into the crystalline ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays. There-
fore, the spinel phase of ZnMn2O4 has been successfully prepared
in this work.
Raman scattering can prove the vibrational modes of both

crystalline and amorphous materials; therefore, it could provide
complementary structural information to the XRD analysis.39−43

Figure 2b shows the Raman spectra of ZnO nanorods and
ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules measured at room temperature in
the wavenumber range from 1000 to 100 cm−1. The Raman
spectra of ZnO nanorods show four strong peaks at 99.0, 329.4,
437.4, and 574.5 cm−1 for the wurtzite phase of ZnO with a
highly crystalline nature.39 In other words, the dominant peaks
at 99.0 and 437.4 cm−1 are attributed to the low- and high-E2
modes, respectively, and the peak at 329.4 cm−1 is assigned to
the E2H−E2L (multiphonon) mode. Additionally, a peak at
574.5 cm−1 originating from the E1L mode was observed.

40 After
the full transformation from ZnO nanorods into ZnMn2O4

tubules, the peaks corresponding to ZnO completely dis-
appeared, and three new peaks appeared at 322.2, 380.0, and
676.8 cm−1 from the spinel ZnMn2O4 phase, as shown in Figure
2b. In the spinel oxides, the modes above 600 cm−1 are attributed
to the motion of oxygen in the tetrahedral AO4 group; therefore,
the peak at 676. 8 cm−1 is considered to indicate A1g symmetry.
The other low-frequency modes are characteristic of the
octahedral BO6 site. These peak positions are in good agreement
with those previously reported for ZnMn2O4 materials

41−44 and
support again the assumption of the complete transformation of
ZnO nanorods into ZnMn2O4 tubules after the cation exchange
reaction.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of the products obtained at different reaction times. (b) Raman spectra of the ZnO and ZnMn2O4 materials.

Figure 1. Typical SEM images of ZnO nanorod arrays (a) and
ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular arrays (b). The inset images show the
enlarged tips of ZnO and ZnMn2O4 arrays. In particular, the inset in
panel (b) shows the enlarged tips of broken ZnMn2O4, revealing the
tubular structure. (c) TEM image and (d) XRD patterns of ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays.
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The detailed structural properties of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubules were further characterized by HRTEM. As shown in
Figure 3a, lattice fringes with d spacings of 0.246 and 0.482 nm
were observed, which is in accordance with the (211) and
(101) interplanar spacings of the spinel ZnMn2O4, respectively,
indicating the polycrystalline nature of the ZnMn2O4 tubules.
The polycrystalline nature of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules
is further confirmed by the presence of multiple diffraction
rings in the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns.
The elemental distribution in the ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays was
analyzed by elemental mappings of the electron energy loss
spectroscope. As depicted in Figure 3b, it appears that elements
of Zn, Mn, and O are distributed uniformly across the tubular
walls. Because the initial ZnO template was gradually trans-
formed to the ZnMn2O4 tubular array structure with an
increased reaction time, there could be a difference between the
diffusion rates of Zn2+ and Mn2+ in an aqueous solution.34−37

In this regard, a tentative formation scheme for the ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays is illustrated in Scheme 1, based on the SEM,
XRD, Raman, and TEM measurements. Scheme 1a represents
the ZnO nanorod templates grown on the Ti substrate by the
hydrothermal process.29 In Mn(CH3COO)2 aqueous solution,
the different cation exchange rates between the faster outward
transport (Zn2+) and the relatively slower inward diffusion
(Mn2+) could drive a discrepancy on the net mass transport
between the internal and external parts of the ZnO nanorod
and the Zn-Mn-O hollow structure, as shown in Scheme 1b,
which could give rise to void or vacancy formation inside the
nanorod structure.34,35,45 During the cation exchange reactions,
the chemical potential difference between the inner and outer
phases leads to cation diffusion effects, and this diffusion process
takes place until the reaction is complete.34−36 Eventually,
the hollow parts of the ZnMn2O4 arrays were formed with

continuous reaction, as demonstrated in the TEM analysis
shown in Figure 1c.
To further examine the oxidation state and atomic ratio of Zn

and Mn elements in the as-prepared ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubules, XPS analysis was conducted, as shown in Figure 4a,
which exhibits photoelectron spectra for elements of Zn, Mn,
and O. In Figure 4b, the peaks of 653.5 and 641.6 eV can be
attributed to Mn 2p1/2 and Mn 2p3/2, respectively. The binding
energy separation between these two peaks is 11.9 eV, which is
consistent with that of ZnMn2O4 materials.

16−25 Figure 4c depicts
Zn 2p spectra at binding energies of 1044.3 and 1021.2 eV,
which can be ascribed to Zn 2p1/2 and Zn 2p3/2, respectively.
Additionally, the energy difference between the Zn 2p1/2 and Zn
2p3/2 peaks is 23.1 eV, which is in line with previous reports42,44

and reveals that the oxidation state of Mn is +3 in the ZnMn2O4
phase. As shown in Figure 4d, the O 1s peak is deconvoluted into
two peaks: one peak at 530.8 eV corresponds to the lattice oxygen
in ZnMn2O4, while the other peak at 529.8 eV is attributed to
oxygen in carbonate species on the ZnMn2O4 surface.

42,44 From
the peak areas of the XPS spectra, the surface composition of
Zn:Mn:O elements appeared to be 1:1.61:3.81, which is close to
the stoichiometry of the ZnMn2O4 phase.
The electrochemical properties of the as-prepared ZnMn2O4

array electrodes were investigated using CVs and galvanostatic
charge/discharge measurements. Figure 5a shows the CVs
for ZnMn2O4 array electrodes measured at a scan rate of
0.05 mV s−1 in the potential range of 3.0−0.01 V (versus Li/Li+)
whose CV profiles are similar to those previously reported for
the ZnMn2O4 electrode systems.16−25 The following equations
represent consecutive conversion reactions by Li+ with ZnMn2O4
materials that are involved in the CV profiles.16−18

The first discharge:

+ + → + ++ −ZnMn O 9Li 9e ZnLi 2Mn 4Li O2 4 2 ( 1)

Reversible reactions:

+ + ⇄ ++ −ZnO 2Li 2e Zn Li O2 (2)

+ + ⇄ ++ −2MnO 4Li 4e 2Mn 2Li O2 (3)

+ + ⇄+ −Zn Li e ZnLi (4)

The first CV profile is considerably different from subsequent
cycles, which indicates that a different Li+ storage mechanism is

Figure 3. (a) HRTEM images of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules.
The inset in panel (a) shows a corresponding SAED pattern. (b) Dark-
field TEM image with corresponding elemental mappings of Zn, Mn,
and O for the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules.

Scheme 1. (a−c) Illustration of the Possible Formation
Scheme of ZnMn2O4 Tubular Arrays from ZnO Nanorod
Arrays. (d) Illustration of Hypothetical Charging Process
over the ZnMn2O4 Mesoscale Tubular Arrays during Cycling
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involved in the first cycle compared with the subsequent cycles.
In the first cathodic sweep, the CVs show a broad peak at
approximately 1.1 V, which is ascribed to the reduction of Mn3+

to Mn2+ and to the irreversible decomposition of the electrolyte
solvent to form the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layers.
Another strong cathodic peak at 0.25 V corresponds to the
reduction processes of Mn2+ and Zn2+ to metallic Mn0 and Zn0.
Moreover, relatively weak and broad peaks were observed
below 0.25 V, which are related to the formation of a ZnLi

alloy, like eq 1.16−18 In the first anodic sweep, the wide
oxidation peak at approximately 0.5 V corresponds to the Li+

dealloying from the ZnLi alloy formed in the reductive sweep,
according to eq 4.22 The peaks at approximately 1.2 V can be
attributed to the oxidation of metallic Mn0 to Mn2+, as
indicated in eq 3, and the peaks at approximately 1.5 V can be
attributed to the oxidation of metallic Zn0 to Zn2+ along with
the decomposition of the Li2O matrix, according to eq 2.23 In
subsequent cycles, the cathodic peak shifts from 0.25 to 0.5 V,

Figure 4. XPS spectra of (a) full scan, (b) Mn 2p, (c) Zn 2p, and (d) O 1s regions of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular arrays.

Figure 5. (a) CVs of ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrodes between 3.0 and 0.01 V at a scan rate of 0.05 mV s−1. (b) Discharge capacity−cycle number
curves of ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays and ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles in the potential window of 0.01−3.0 or 0.2−3.0 V. Voltage profiles of the ZnMn2O4
tubular array electrode at a current rate of 100 mA g−1 in the potential windows of (c) 0.01−3.0 V and (d) 0.2−3.0 V.
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which could be associated with structural rearrangement.16−18

Conversely, the following anodic peaks are similar to those
obtained in the first scan, suggesting identical electrochemical
reactions for the anodic scans.23−25 Remarkably, there is no
noticeable change in the oxidation and reduction currents after
the first cycle, indicating high reversibility and structural durability
of the electrode reactions after the first cycle.29,30 Additionally, the
difference between the CV profiles of the ZnMn2O4 tubule and
ZnO nanorod electrodes (see Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information) could allow one to infer that the ZnO nanorods
are totally converted to ZnMn2O4 tubules. Figure 5b shows
the galvanostatic cycling curves for the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubular array electrodes up to 100 cycles at a current density of
100 mA g−1 at room temperature in a voltage range from 0.01 to
3.0 V (versus Li/Li+). The initial discharge capacity of the
ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode was 1198.3 mAh g

−1, and a high
discharge capacity of 784.3 mAh g−1 was retained even after 100
cycles. This reversible capacity value is much higher than that of
commercial graphite electrodes (372 mAh g−1). For comparison,
we also tested the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles and ZnO nanorod
arrays (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information) under
identical test conditions. The ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles showed a
low discharge capacity compared to the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubular arrays; the discharge capacity of ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles
after 100 cycles was 507.5 mAh g−1, indicating that the hollow
array structure proposed here would be much more suitable to
store Li+ with high cyclic durability during repeated charge/
discharge cycles. Interestingly, the discharge capacity of the
ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode appears to increase gradually
after 40 cycles. It has been reported that transition-metal oxides,
such as CoO,46 Co3O4,

47 Mn3O4,
9 and Fe3O4,

43,48 often appear to
show a gradual capacity increase during repeated charge/
discharge cycling. It is known that this phenomenon is related
to the reversible formation and dissolution of a polymeric gel-
like film, resulting from the electrolyte reduction by Li metal,
which could also reversibly store Li+.49−51 The polymeric gel-type
layer on the metal nanoparticles could be formed due to the
reduction of the electrolyte at potentials lower than 0.7 V
(versus Li/Li+), while this layer could be reversibly dissolved
at oxidation potentials higher than 2.0 V.52−54 To elucidate the
gradual capacity increase and the significant improvement of
cycling stability observed for ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular array
electrodes, we further tested the galvanostatic charge/discharge of
these electrodes in a voltage range of 0.2−3.0 V at a constant
current density of 100 mA g−1. We selected this lower cut-off
potential of 0.2 V because the polymeric gel-type layer could be
formed at the potential below 0.25 V, as shown in the CV profiles
of Figure 5a. In Figure 5b, the reversible discharge capacity
was decreased continuously (see the empty circles), in contrast to
the case of deep charge/discharge conditions with the cut-off
potentials of 0.01−3.0 V. It can be concluded that the polymeric
gel-type layer on the electrode surface could enhance the
mechanical cohesion between the nanograins in the electrode
and that this layer is thus helpful in maintaining good cycling
durability.52−54 Note that the ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode
shows a considerably higher initial Coulombic efficiency
(59.5 %) than the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticle electrode (42.0 %).
Thereafter, the Coulombic efficiency of the ZnMn2O4 tubular
array electrode increases to 97.2 % in the second cycle and then
holds at a steady value (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information), indicating a high reversibility of the electrode reac-
tion after the first cycle, which is also consistent with CV profiles.
Figure 5c shows the voltage−capacity profiles of the ZnMn2O4

tubular array electrodes at a rate of 100 mA g−1 in the potential
range of 0.01−3.0 V. During the first discharge, the voltage profile
shows a small plateau around 1.0 V arising from the reduction of
Mn3+ to Mn2+ and SEI layer formation. Another pronounced
plateau at approximately 0.3 V is related to the formations of
metallic Mn0 and Zn0 dispersed in the matrix of Li2O, which is
consistent with the earlier CV profiles. The voltage−capacity
profiles of the ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode between 0.2 and
3.0 V in Figure 5d are qualitatively similar to those in Figure 5c;
however, the charge/discharge capacity at the cut-off potentials of
0.2−3.0 V was found to decrease continuously.
In addition to the high specific capacity and cycling stability,

the high rate performance of the electrode is also of great
importance, especially for high-power devices. Therefore, we
further investigated the rate capability of the ZnMn2O4
electrode at various current densities, as shown in Figure 6.

Two samples of the ZnMn2O4 tubular array and nanoparticle
electrode were cycled from a current density of 100 with a
stepwise increment of 100 up to 3200 mA g−1. For the current
densities of 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 mA g−1, the
ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode was able to deliver average
discharge capacities of 644.6, 578.8, 515.9, 437.5, 363.6, and
243.5 mAh g−1, respectively, whereas the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticle
electrode delivered decreased average discharge capacities
of 480.3, 410.3, 333.8, 216.8, 100.0, and 25.5 mAh g−1,
respectively. It is noted that the normalized capacity of the
ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode (37.8 %) is much higher
than that of the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticle electrode (5.3 %) at a
high current density of 3200 mA g−1, as shown in Figure 6b.
Therefore, as the charge/discharge rate increased, the capacity
fade of the ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode was significantly
reduced compared to that of the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticle electrode.
These remarkable improvements suggest that the ZnMn2O4
tubular array structure may not be destroyed, even at such a high

Figure 6. (a) Cycling performance of ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays
together with ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles at various current rates (100,
200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 mA g−1) between 0.01 and 3.0 V. (b)
Normalized capacity at each step by the average capacity values under
a 100 mA g−1 current density of the first step.
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current density of 3200 mA g−1 (or 14.7 min per half-cycle) (see
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information), thus indicating
good electrochemical reversibility and structural durability. The
enhanced rate capability of the ZnMn2O4 tubular electrodes could
be attributed to their unique hollow architectures. Specifically,
the open space between individual 1D ZnMn2O4 arrays can
provide better electrolyte permeability and a shorter Li+ diffusion
path.29,30 Therefore, the structure of ZnMn2O4 arrays could
mitigate mechanical stress effectively during repeated charge/
discharge processes, which eventually contributes to the cyclic
durability. The major drawback of transition-metal oxide-based
electrodes is their poor kinetics for Li+ transport compared to the
intercalation electrodes for use in LIBs.55 As shown in Figure S7
(Supporting Information), the voltage hysteresis decreased from
0.93 V for the ZnMn2O4 nanoparticles to 0.85 V for the
ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays based on the first charge/discharge
profiles at a current density of 100 mA g−1. This result is an
indication of the advanced Li+ storage reaction kinetics in the
ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular array electrodes.
Consequently, as depicted in Scheme 1d, the high lithium

storage performance of the ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrodes
could be ascribed to their unique architecture as follows: (i)
hollow channels along the 1D array structure can effectively
accommodate the mechanical stress during repeated charge/
discharge processes; (ii) the free-standing array architecture
may enable most of the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubules to
participate in the electrochemical reactions because the entire
ZnMn2O4 tubular arrays are in electrical contact with the Ti
current collector; (iii) open interspace between the ZnMn2O4
tubular arrays can enhance the wetting properties of electrolytes
and accommodate mechanical stress during charge/discharge
processes; and (iv) the large electrode/electrolyte contact
area originating from both the hollow natures and array
structure can provide a short pathway for Li+ diffusion, thus
improving the lithium storage capacity, rate capability, and
cycling durability.56,57

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have reported on ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular
arrays grown on Ti substrates and used directly as an anode for
LIBs without any ancillary materials of conductive carbon and
cohesive binder. The ZnMn2O4 tubular array electrode showed
a high initial discharge capacity (1198.3 mAh g−1), excellent
capacity retention, and high rate capability. The enhanced
lithium storage properties of ZnMn2O4 mesoscale tubular array
electrodes are related to their unique structural features, such as
the presence of hollow space in the tubule structure with proper
intervals between the tubular arrays, facilitated Li+ diffusion,
as well as alleviation of the mechanical stress caused by repeated
charge/discharge processes. Thus, the ZnMn2O4 mesoscale
tubular arrays, with high energy and power density, could be a
promising potential anode system for next-generation LIBs that
can outperform current materials.
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